URGE helps leaders in business and society
reimagine the long term future, and find radical,
effective responses to the climate crisis
URGE is a multi-disciplinary collective that helps organisations
envision and enact radical responses to the climate emergency.
We are a group of luminary creatives — architects, designers,
strategists and makers— who are well versed in sustainability,
paradigm shifting models, examples and approaches.

Design In An Age Of Crisis
Urgent Health Brief

From Illness To Wellness

How can design make it easier to be healthy?
How can we create healthier, greener, equal
and prosperous societies?

Proposal

The HAUS of Planetary Health
Unlocking our path to better planetary health
through radical design thinking

Planetary Health Concept
Planetary health and
human health are
inextricably linked.
Behaviour and lifestyle
modifications can
simultaneously improve
our own individual health
and help to secure the
health of the planet.

The starting point for this URGE
proposal is that COVID-19 will
increasingly be seen as the
moment in history when our world
view moved on from the idea of
human exceptionalism – the notion
that humans are in some way
above the laws of physics and
exist outside the realm of biology.
It will also be seen as the point at
which we developed a realisation
that our future wellbeing is
inextricably linked to the rest of the
living world.

This parallels work by The Lancet
and The Rockefeller Institute on the
‘Planetary Health Initiative’ (PHI)
which takes the view that our
civilisation depends on human
health, flourishing natural systems,
and the wise stewardship of natural
resources. If selected, we will
engage with The Lancet and The
Rockefeller Institute among other
relevant organisations as potential
partners for the project.

The HAUS of Planetary Health
In the spirit of Bauhaus, we will
set up a space where people
come to experience a new way of
seeing today’s problems &
imagine new possibilities.
The HAUS of Planetary Health
provides a playful and inspiring
space for both Biennale visitors
and business and society leaders
to unlock our path to better
planetary health through design
and creativity.
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Idea & Objectives
The Haus has three components:
•

An interactive installation designed
to raise awareness about the
multitude of interconnections between
people’s and planetary health.

•

Public workshops and talks
providing the opportunity to translate
awareness generated by installation
into positive and lasting action.

•

A showcase of paradigm-shifting
design sessions (occurring before
the event). The biennale public is
invited to critique the outcome, and
feedback, resulting in a final report.

The Haus of Planetary Health playfully
empowers visitors to explore and
consider innovative solutions to the
many challenges affecting planetary
health.
The designed experience of diagnosis,
prescription and preventative learning is
supported by creative workshops and
talks that connect health to positive
planetary action.
URGE will conduct a series of radical
design sessions focused on people and
planetary health challenges and
showcase findings to LDB audience to
capture feedback.

1. Interactive Installation
A place for interactions between
visitors and planetary doctors:
GPs with an understanding of
PHI, climate strategists /
psychologists, members of
URGE, creatives with an
understanding of wellbeing.
An interactive installation
introduces the concept of
Planetary Health and engages
the visitor in demonstrating the
links between individual action
and global impact — and
between a range of climaterelated challenges such as air
pollution, flooding and ocean
plastic and individual health
conditions.

Experience
Diagnosis

Preventative Learning

Doctor in the Haus. Have both a
physical and mental health
assessment on arrival to diagnose the
problem. Led by Medical Doctor and
Climate Strategist / Psychologist.
Visitors will describe their health
challenges and the doctors will
propose solutions rooted in the idea
of a thriving planet

Follow the creative session with a
positive planetary action learning
session e.g. Carbon Literacy —
Reduce Carbon Emissions, Healthy
Transport — Air Pollution, Healthy
food - soil health, healthy planet,
Farming and re-wilding the City.

Prescription
Join a creative workshop in the Haus
— veg growing, pickling, spoonmaking, ceramics, weaving waste,
drawing plants, craft therapy, paint
through smell — all workshops to be
circular / sustainable in some way.

2. Workshops & talks
Learning program of creative
workshops and talks
‘prescribed’ to the Haus of
Planetary Health visitors. The
program will promote carbon
literacy and encourage visitors
to think diﬀerently about the
impact of design on health and
the environment, prototyping
ideas and actionable solutions.
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2. Workshops
Program content to be
developed and could include:
positive planetary diets, soil
health our health, mental
health and weaving, drawing
plants, craft therapy, paint
through smell — all
workshops designed to
improve carbon literacy
among the audience.

Make your own tapestry loom workshop, Letter Press workshop V&A Fete, Sensory workshop, Back To School Upholstery Project.
Ella Doran / Sophie Thomas

3. Paradigm-shifting design sessions
Framing
Collaboratively develop solutions that are
consistent with one planet thriving.
Action
We bring together a global network of
polymaths with the key skills and diverse
perspectives needed to deliver
transformative innovation.
What
We identify urgent people and planetary
health design challenges in advance of the
event. This could be a radical rethinking of
hospital design, preventative health, reimaging the community witch doctor, etc.

Divergent & convergent
brainstorming
We creatively brainstorm through a series
of divergent and convergent stages. The
divergent phase looks to expand the
number of possible solutions and crossfertilise between them. The convergent
phase aims to combine and condense the
solutions by identifying synergies and
selecting the most promising solutions.
Sabotage analysis
To inject further energy into the process we
will occasionally use ‘sabotage analysis’
which temporarily considers how to make
a problem far worse in diverse ways.

All the ideas are noted and then the team
inverts each one to return to positive
solutions. This process often reveals
solutions that are not produced by
consistently positive thinking
Keynote listener
Prior to undertaking a particular challenge
we will identify who we would most want to
see and hear the solution we develop. We
will invite them as a keynote listener to
observe the process and comment on
how this could be taken forward at the
end.

Summary

1. Autumn 2020 Online exhibition
and Initial research: planetary &
human health issues to inform
paradigm shifting design
sessions
2. Identify key groups /
organisations / polymaths/
scientists/ psychologists
3. Early 2021: develop a series of
paradigm-shifting design
sessions in response to key
health challenges, and
document through film
4. London Design Biennale 2021
— Haus of Planetary Health
exhibition space: Installation
and Workshops
5. Final report to capture
outcomes and feedback loop

Paradigm Shifters

URGE Collective
Sophie Thomas — Founder Thomas
Matthews studio focusing on
communications design for sustainability and
social change, led the RSA “Great Recovery”
project, co-founded Three Trees (educating
designers about sustainability).
Patrick Burgoyne— Editor of Creative
Review magazine from 1999 to 2019. Author
of several books on design and visual culture
and contributor to publications including The
Guardian, The Observer and The
Independent. D&AD Trustee and, briefly,
CEO. Runs independent content consultancy
Wear A Big Hat, advising organisations large
and small on content strategy.
Michael Marriott — luminary furniture and
product designer, first ever winner of the
Jerwood prize, Royal Designer for Industry
honouree, numerous product designs,
projects and installations for the Museum of
the Home, Clerkenwell Design Week and
Somerset House.

Alexie Sommer — Designer and
communicator, worked at Thomas.Matthews,
The Guardian & Observer newspapers,
LOCOG, British Council and Philips
electronics. Passionate about making a
positive impact through creative problem
solving for environmental and sustainable
initiatives.
Michael Pawlyn — Biomimicry Architect;
Eden Project biomes, Plastiki, The Sahara
Forest project, author of Biomimicry in
Architecture and a forthcoming book about
Paradigm Shifts in sustainability for cities, coinstigator of Architects Declare.
John Grant — Strategist consulting to
organisations including the Samsung, IKEA,
Natura, Unilever, co-founder and head of
strategy, St Luke’s. Author of 7 books
including the award winning Green Marketing
Manifesto. The Greener Marketing sequel
came out August 2020.

Ella Doran — Award winning homeware and
wallpaper designer. Created exhibition and
video Sheep to Seat, Fleece to Floor
documenting the journey of wool from sheep
and shearing, scouring, spinning and
weaving to product design.
Federico Gaggio — Former VP Brands and
ECD of Discovery Networks Europe, runs
consultancy Do & Company advising
business leaders on how to define the
strategy and operating principles of the
brand, and to orchestrate multi-disciplinary
collaborations that bring the story to life.
Clients including BBC Creative, Moleskine
and Eurosport.
Dougal Wilson — director of commercials
and music videos including John Lewis
Excitable Edgar and Monty the Penguin and
spots for IKEA, Channel 4 and Apple.
Directed a film for climate action group 10:10
and has been involved in climate activism for
several decades.

Harry Pearce — Graphic designer and
partner at Pentagram. Brand identity clients
include John Lewis, Lloyd’s of London, the
RSA, Liberty’s and also designed the URGE
identity.
Narda Shirley — founder Gong PR and
communications agency, B-Corp
ambassador, created the Diversity & Inclusion
festival for Lloyd's of London, works on
supply chain sustainability in globalagribusiness, regenerative business models
and impact investing.
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